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FOUNDATIONS

UNDERTONE

BLENDED TONE

ULTRA MATTE

CONCEALERS
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POWDER
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CONCEALING FOUNDATION  

2-in-1 mineral-based creme formula. 
 Best for coverage of acne scars,  
hyperpigmentation and all other  
beauty concerns

FLAWLESS LIQUID MAKEUP 

Brightening formula — best to  
revive and rejuvenate uneven, dull 
skintone for a flawless glow

FIND YOUR FOUNDATION
We offer a mix of formulas and coverages to address your skin’s unique   
needs. Use the chart below to choose the perfect foundation for you.
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TOTAL COVERAGE

EVEN TRUE®   
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PORE PERFECTING  LIQUID 
FOUNDATION 

Pore minimizing liquid formula —  
best for oil control for a matte,  
shine-free complexion

normal to
oily

light matte

matte

velvet

MINERAL MATTE CRÈME  
POWDER FOUNDATION SPF15 

Broad spectrum SPF15 crème formula — 
best for seamless and flawless, true to 
tone coverage

normal to
oily

light matte

SKIN PERFECTING STICK  
FOUNDATION SPF15 

Broad spectrum SPF15 crème formula  — 
best for Highlight/Contour and seamless, 
flawless true to tone coverage

normal to
oily

full velvet

FINISH

FINISH

FINISH

PORE PERFECTING  
 POWDER FOUNDATION 

Pore minimizing crème formula 
—  Best for oil control for a matte, 
shine-free complexion

normal to
oily

medium matte
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